Abstract-Knowledge unit (KU) is the smallest integral knowledge object in a given domain. Knowledge unit relation recognition is to discover implicit relations among KUs, which is a crucial problem in information extraction. This paper proposes a knowledge unit relation recognition framework based on Markov Logic Networks, which combines probabilistic graphical models and first-order logic by attaching a weight to each first-order formula. The framework is composed principally of structure learning, artificial add or delete formulas, weight learning and inferring. According to the semantic analysis of KUs and their relations, ground predicate set is first extracted. Next, the ground predicate set is inputted into structure learning module to achieve weight formula set. Then, in order to overcome limitations of structure learning, the weight rule set is added or deleted by human. The new weight formula set is turned into weight learning module to acquire the last weight formula set. Finally, knowledge unit relations are recognized by inferring module with the last weight formula set. Experiments on the four data sets related to computer domain show the utility of this approach. The time complexity of structure learning is also analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge unit (KU) is the smallest integral knowledge object in a given domain, such as definition, theorem, rule, or algorithm [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . It is often embedded in a variety of semi-structured or unstructured texts such as TXT, DOC and HTML in a linear way. Such organization of knowledge same as traditional paper media, is difficult to indicate relations among KUs. Knowledge unit relation is an implicit dependence relation between two KUs. In "computer network", preorder is being in the KU "Definition of computer network" and the KU "Classification of computer network", which denotes the latter is a successor to the former in content; analogy lies in the KU "Definition of TCP" and the KU "Definition of UDP", which denotes both have corresponding relationship in function or content. Knowledge unit relation recognition (KURR) is to mine these hidden relations from KU set, which can be very useful for applications such as knowledge organization and knowledge navigation. In knowledge organization, knowledge can be organized into multilayer and multi-particle. From top to bottom, the first layer is concepts and concept relations; the second layer is KUs and KU relations; the bottom layer is knowledge documents and metadata. In knowledge navigation, when one has learned the KU "Definition of TCP", we can guide her/him to the KU "Definition of UDP" based on KU relation network. Thus one will understand these two KUs deeply [3] .
To the best of our knowledge, research into KURR was still in a preliminary stage. Wang et al. select information of term, type, distance, KU relation level and document level as features to represent candidate relation instances. They use Support Vector Machines (SVM) as classifier to recognize KU relations from four data set of "computer" domain. The experimental results show that term, type and distance features are more effective [3] . However, the recall of analogy recognition is lower. Wang et al. employ relation Gaussian processes (RGP) and integrated information of terms, semantic type, position of knowledge elements and relation graph structure to predict KU analogy relation. The experimental results show that the recall and F1-measures obviously improve [4] . Chen et al. treat the KURR task as a sequence labeling problem. Various features including terms, semantic type, distance and context information are incorporated to represent candidate relation instances. Experimental evaluation shows that the method achieves better performance. It also indicates that Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) outperform other probabilistic models i.e. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Maximum Entropy (ME) [5] . Liu et al. find two features of KU, which are the distributional asymmetry of the domain terms and the local nature of the learning-dependency. Their method consists of three stages, (1) Build document association relationship by calculating the distributional asymmetry of the domain terms. (2) Generate the candidate relation instances by measuring the locality of the dependencies. (3) Use classification algorithm to identify the learning-dependency of candidate relation instances. The learning-dependency is the preorder relation. The method extracts the learning-dependency efficiently [1] [2] . This paper proposes a KURR framework based on Markov Logic Networks (MLN), which combines probabilistic graphical models and first-order logic by attaching a weight to each first-order formula. The framework is composed principally of structure learning, artificial add or delete formulas, weight learning and inferring. According to the semantic analysis and statistics of KUs and their relations, seventeen predicates are defined, including thirteen evidence predicates and four query predicates. The method of formula extraction is also discussed to remedy the defects of structure learning.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a definition of KU, KU relation and MLN. Section III describes the framework of KURR. Experimental results are discussed in Section IV. Section V presents the conclusions.
II. BASIC NOTIONS
In this section, several notions related to KURR are given.
A. KU
KU are automatically extracted from textual knowledge documents, which is our prior research work [6] . A formal definition of KU is as follows [3] 
B. MLN
Markov Logic is a statistical relational learning language based on first-order logic and Markov Networks. Markov Logic can extend first-order logic to allow formula to be weighted rather than be strictly true or false; that is, a first-order logic formula can be violated with a penalty. A MLN, then, is a set of these weighted first-order logic formula [7] .
Definition 3 [8] . The probability distribution over possible worlds x specified by the ground network is calculated by (2), where () i nx is the number of true groundings for i F in x and Z is the partition function that is used to make the summation of all possible groundings adds up to one [9] [10] .
In this section, a KURR framework based on MLN is presented. As shown in figure 1 , the framework can be decomposed into five major modules: optional formula set, structure learning, artificial add or delete formulas, weight learning and inferring.
First, according to statistical analysis of KU and KU relations, some obvious rules are proposed by hand. These rules are further transform to first-order logic formulas, which form a formula set. Next, ground predicates and formulas are input into structure learning module and the weight formula set is generated [11] [12] . The structure learning is important to MLN [13] [14] [15] . The efficiency of structure learning is currently need to be improved [16] . The weight formula set can be used for inferring directly. In our framework, artificial add or delete formulas module and weight learning module are set. The artificial add or delete formulas revises the formula by hand and priori knowledge. Weight learning estimates the weight associated with each formula of a given structure. These two modules all produce new weight formula set. Finally, KU relations are acquired by inferring. 
A. Predicate and Ground Predicate Extraction
Predicate symbols represent relations among objects in the domain (e.g., Preorder) or attributes of objects (e.g. Definition). A ground predicate is an atomic formula all of whose arguments are ground terms (e.g. Preorder (513, 515)).
According to the definition of KU and KU relation type, integrating with our analyses, seventeen predicates are defined, including thirteen evidence predicates and four query predicates. The values of evidence predicates is 1 or 0. The values of query predicates is 1 or 0 in training phase and probability in test phase.
1) Evidence Predicates

3) Ground Predicate Extraction
The KUs are stored in KU database with (1). The evidence predicates can transform into ground predicate by scanning KU database.
For evidence predicates of one argument (e.g. Definition (ID)), ground predicates can be acquired by one loop. But for evidence predicates of two arguments (e. g. CSubString (ID1, ID2)), every two KUs are potential ID1 and UD2 and the calculations are huge.
Liu et al. find the local nature of the learningdependency [1] [2] ; that is, the two KUs that have relation are local. Thus, we cluster the text documents [20] [21] . The ID1 and ID2 pairs are generated among those documents in the same cluster.
For query predicates, candidate relation instances are also generated among those documents in the same cluster. Then, we manually annotated the type of KU relations among candidate relation instance set. The annotating work was conducted as follows: We hired 24 undergraduate students in their junior year or senior year from the computer science department. They were asked to log on to a Web-based annotating system, where they were given the annotation assignments. They were asked to annotate the type of relation by using their own knowledge background and additional textbook resources. The work lasted 6 months. We created the data set that covers the four courses after we double checked the students' work [1] .
B. Rule Extraction
Formula set is optional. In order to the performance of KURR, some rules are extracted by hand. These rules are easy to transfer into formulas. A example of rule is as follows.
if the core terms of ID1 and ID2 KU are same, and the type of ID2 KU is example and the type of ID1 KU is definition, the relation type of ID1 and ID2 KU is illustration.
The first-order logic is: , 
C. Structure Learning
Using a search strategy, Structure learning costs huge time and memory, which is an important factor restricting the development of MLN. Thus, structure learning become a key research direction in MLN [22] . Structure learning method currently has been further improved, but the core idea is modeling via ground predicates of the known world to find a possible first-order formulas (usually in the form of normal form). The formulas are assumed to be held and the current world maximum pseudo-likelihood probability (i.e., the existence possibility of the world) is calculated under the KB (Knowledge Base, a collection of first-order formulas). The current world maximum pseudo-likelihood value of the largest KB (corresponding to the structure of MLN) is gained by loop [23] [24] [25] . Structure learning start from all single predicates is useful [14] .
IV. EXPERIMENT
A. Data Set
We downloaded 1205 documents related to four courses of "computer" domain from the Internet. Then, 4,052 KUs are extracted and 6,252 KU relation instances are annotated. Table II is the distribution of KU relation instances. The MLN system Alchemy is employed to learn and infer [26] . Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 Micro-averaged (F1) measure are adopted to evaluate the performances of KURR.
B. Experiment Process 1) Structure Learning
Input: The ground predicate set and the formula set. Output: The weight first-order logic formula set. For instance, -7.50569
Description: the values of -7.50569 is weight of the formula, followed by the formula of the structure learning.
instruction: ./learnstruct -i train.mln -o struct.mln -t input.db -ne Preorder, Analogy, Illustration, UndefinedR -minWt 0.02 -cacheSize 1000 -tightMaxIter 100 -beamSize 3 -maxNumPredicates 3 -looseMaxIter 2 -numClausesReEval 4
Structure learning uses a search strategy and takes a great deal of time and memory.
2) Weight Learning Input: The formula set of structure learning and artificiality.
Output: The weight first-order logic formula set. instruction: ./ Learnwts-cw CSubString KUSameType CSame CBelong, Definition, Description, Attribute, Classification, Method, Structure, Distinction, Example, Evolution -i C_wtLearning.mln -t the input.db -m -periodic -d -o rules wtlearned.mln the the -ne Preorder, Analogy, Illustration, UndefinedR -noAddUnitClauses -dMaxHour 24
3) Inference
Input: The weight first-order logic formula set and ground predicate set of the test data set.
Output: The probability of query predicates. instruction: ./infer -cw CSubString KUSameType CSame CBelong, Definition, Description, Attribute, Classification, Method, Structure, Distinction, Example, Evolution -i B_wtLearning.mln -e input.db -r proba.txt -q Preorder, Analogy, Illustration, UndefinedR.
C. Structure Learning to Weight Learning
In structure learning, there are two crucial problems. First, the running time is too long. When the KU size is 500, structure learning process takes 3-6 days. Second, the result is not satisfying. The formula of structure learning is mainly a single predicate (greater than 90%). This result is not particularly meaningful.
Therefore, we adopt mainly weight learning and inferring to accomplish KURR task. Structure learning is employed to gain first-order logic formula set in a small size KU data set. These formula set is thrown into weight learning together with formula set of artificiality.
D. Results and Disscussion
We conducted threefold cross validation. Thus, all the results reported here are those averaged over three trials.
The performance of KURR is shown in table III. The F1 of preorder, illustration and undefinedR are than 88.20% on four courses while the maximal F1 of analogy is 57.62%. Our method is effective for preorder, illustration and undefinedR relation recognition.
Table III also indicates that the R of preorder, illustration and undefinedR relation is higher than the P, especially preorder and illustration, whose average of R-P is 9.13% and 6.05% respectively. They show that our predicates are not perfectly accurate for recognizing these three types of relations. By contraries, the P of analogy relation is higher than the R. Their minimal P-R is 48.54%. They show that our predicates are too strict for recognizing analogy relation and miss many analogy relation instances. How to find new predicates and improve the recall of analogy relation is our urgent work.
E. The Running Time of Structure Learning
Here, the running time of structure learning is briefly discussed. The variables is only the number of KU. Considering running time and distribution, the following running time of ten data sizes are sampled, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500. The algorithm is based sampling, so the results is a certain randomness. To avoid the influence of randomness, the average running time is adopted by three samples.
The results of three samples as showed in table IV. The computer is Intel E5410, Dual Core, 2.33GHz and 2G RAM.
Through the average running time of structure learning in the table IV, the time curve shown in Figure 2 .
Cftool of Matlab is employed to get the fitted curve and a fitting formula with 95% confidence bounds is as follows.
( ) 8626*exp(0.00694 ) T n n  From the (3), when n is 1000, i.e. the number of the KU is 1000, the running time of structure learning is 8.9087e+06 seconds, which is about 103 days.
V. CONCLUSION KURR is to discover intrinsic and hidden relations from KU set. In this paper, we present a framework based on MLN to recognize KU relation. The framework is composed principally of structure learning, artificial add or delete formulas, weight learning and inferring. Seventeen predicates are defined and seven rules are extracted. We conducted experiments to evaluate the performance of the framework, predicates and rules for KURR on four data sets related to "computer" domain. The results show that the framework can achieve competitive performance of preorder, illustration and undefineR relation recognition.
We will extend our study in the following directions: a) We suggest using structure learning to acquire first-order logic formulas. But the time complexity is high and the first-order logic formulas of structure learning is not particularly meaningful. We should study the algorithm of structure learning and improve the efficiency of learning. b) The performance of analogy relation recognition is not satisfying. Analogy relation is symmetric. Two KUs in an analogy relation instance are usually similar in structure. We will incorporate this information into predicates.
